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Who is a 500px Ambassador
The 500px Ambassadors are an exclusive group of
community members whose passion for photography
drives them to constantly push past their creative
boundaries. Whether you’re just starting out or have
been a photographer for years, a 500px Ambassador
is always looking for new ways to connect, engage,
and get involved in the photography community.
We’re looking for photographers who are driven, eager,
and excited to share their knowledge and passion for
photography while also helping to spread the word
about 500px.

CALLING ALL
PHOTOGRAPHERS
We’re always on the lookout for awesome
photographers to represent our brand

As a 500px Ambassador you are a direct
representation of the 500px brand and
we want to share your story with our
community and ensure you and your work
get the spotlight you deserve.

Next call for Ambassadors:
January 2020

500px AMBASSADOR PERKS
We believe this program should be mutually beneficial,
which is why we will be taking every opportunity to
showcase you as a 500px Ambassador both on and
off the platform. You will get constant exposure within
our community of photographers.

How we treat our friends
As a 500px Ambassador you get access to a
variety of exciting perks to help you increase your
exposure on 500px while also utilizing our channels
to promote your photography and related projects.

500px Ambassador Perks :

Get featured on our Ambassador landing page
Become a recommended photographer
Get regular features in Editors Choice
Get featured in a weekly “Ambassador Round-up” gallery
Get featured across our social media, blog & newsletter
Enjoy access to special partnerships/projects
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It Takes Two, Baby
We want you to go beyond the generic social post
and have authentic involvement in our community
both online and off. Have an idea for an event
or online campaign? Want to host a workshop or
photowalk? We want to hear about it.
As a 500px Ambassador you’re encouraged to
pitch us your great ideas so we can work together
to bring them to life.

Examples:

Judge a Quest
Host a workshop or event
Represent 500px at photo events
Write for the blog
Twitter chats
Instagram / Facebook takeovers
Q&A sessions
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NEXT STEPS

Got what it takes?
Send us an email and let us know why you’re
interested in being a 500px Ambassador.

Email
ambassadors@500px.com

